
 

Conservatives value personal stories more
than liberals do when evaluating scientific
evidence

November 9 2020, by Randy Stein, Alexander Swan and Michelle Sarraf

Conservatives tend to see expert evidence and personal experience as
more equally legitimate than liberals, who put a lot more weight on the
scientific perspective, according to our new study published in the
journal Political Psychology.

Our findings add nuance to a common claim that conservatives want to
hear "both sides" of arguments, even for settled science that's not really
up for debate.

We asked 913 American adults to read an excerpt from an article
debunking a common misconception, such as the existence of "lucky
streaks" in games of chance. The article quoted a scientist explaining
why people hold the misconception—for instance, people tend to see
patterns in random data. The article also included a dissenting voice that
drew from personal experience—such as someone claiming to have seen
lucky streaks firsthand.

Our participants read one of two versions of the article. One version
presented the dissenting voice as a quote from someone with relevant
professional experience but no scientific expertise, such as a casino
manager. In the other version, the dissenting opinion was a comment at
the bottom from a random previous participant in our study who also
disagreed with the scientist but had no clearly relevant
expertise—analogous to a random poster in the comment section of an
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online article.

Though both liberals and conservatives tended to see the researcher as
more legitimate overall, conservatives see less of a difference in
legitimacy between the expert and the dissenter.

Why it matters

Looking at both our studies together, while about three-quarters of
liberals rated the researcher as more legitimate, just over half of
conservatives did. Additionally, about two-thirds of those who favored
the anecdotal voice were conservative. Our data also showed that
conservatives' tendency to trust their intuitions accounted for the
ideological split.

Other studies of a scientific ideological divide have focused on
politicized issues like climate change, where conservatives, who are
more likely to oppose regulation, may believe they have something to
lose if policies to curb climate change are implemented. By using
apolitical topics in our studies, we've shown that science denial isn't just
a matter of self-interest.

In stripping away political interest, we have revealed something more
basic about how conservatives and liberals differ in the ways they
interact with evidence. Conservatives are more likely to see intuitive,
direct experience as legitimate. Scientific evidence, then, may become
just another viewpoint.

Though we conducted these studies in 2018 before the pandemic, they
help explain some of the ideological reactions to it in the U.S.

Among conservatives especially, the idea that the pandemic itself is not a
major threat can hold as long as there's personal evidence on offer that
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supports that view. President Donald Trump's recovery from COVID-19
and his assertion based on his own experience that the disease is not so
bad would have bolstered this belief. Recommendations from
researchers to wear masks can remain mere suggestions so long as the
court of public opinion is still undecided.

What other research is being done

Social scientists are already documenting ideological reactions to the
pandemic that fit our findings. For example, many conservatives see the
coronavirus as less of a threat and are more susceptible to
misinformation. They also tend to see preventive efforts as less effective
. Our studies suggest these views will continue to proliferate as long as
anecdotal experience conflicts with scientific expertise.

What's next

An individual's understanding of scientific evidence depends on more
than just his or her political ideology. Basic science literacy also plays a
role.

The pandemic has forced people to confront how hard it is to understand
the uncertainty inherent in many scientific estimates. Even liberals who
are initially more sympathetic to science information might find their
confidence in public health messages tested if these messages waver and
evolve.

As such, we expect future research will focus on how health officials can
most effectively communicate scientific uncertainty to the public.

This article is republished from The Conversation under a Creative
Commons license. Read the original article.
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